SOUL is Illuminating the future of Jhabua Students
The Solar Urja Lamp (SOUL) projectof GVT is getting popular among schools
students and is showing positive results in the remote tribal town of Jhabua
aand Dhar district. Jhabua and Dhar are typical tribal town with many
unelectrified villages and long powercuts making it power starved area. The
hilly terrain of the region and dispersed habitation of tribal community is
making it all the more difficult for govt. to connect all the habitations of the
villages with electric power supply.
This is a grim scenario and women & students are particularly affected by it as
they are not getting proper light for their domestic works and studies
respectively. The women are forced to inhale the hazardous smoke emitting
kerosene lamps while the students are not able to develop a habit of study at
their homes post-school hours. Thus a question arises naturally that what
needs to be done to overcome this ? Should the rural population of this region
wait for the development of better power infrastruture ? If this is so, we will
deprive at least one generation of our stuents in wait of better power
infrastructure.
In order to address these issues, IIT-B, with its expertise in developing
technology,has come up with Solar Study Lamps for School students.Thus the
idea of Solar Study Lamp (SOUL) project is thus developed and it included
other good features like local assembly & distribution of lamps for providing
employment to village youths and repair services after lamp delivery for
aminimum period of one year.
In order to implemnet this project in this remote tribal region, IIT-B
recognized GVT’s vast experience and deep outreach in the region and
selected it for implementation of this ambititous project. GVT has staerted
working on this project from May 2014 and its efforts are bringing postive
results at the field level.
As per the news published in newspaper i.e. “Nai Duniya” on 26.11.2014, this
project is becoming popular among school students and teachers. The
compact design and its simple functioning of the lamp is attractibng the
students and they are happily paying Rs.120/- for the lamp as their
contribution. Experiencing its benefits, now more & more schools wants the

lamps for their students. There is a sense of competition among schools to get
this lamp for all the students and GVT is flooded with demands from such
schools.
One student, Master Diwan Meda, from Govt. Middle School, Chhoti kawdawad
village (Jhabua) is happy after getting this lamp and stated that now he does
get the scolding from his teachers as now he can study at this home. Ms. Sunita
Solanki, from Govt. Middle school, Mindal village is enjoying group students as
students from neibouring homes are gathering at her home for study.
Thus this lamp is inculcating the habit of doing home-work among rural
students and helping them in their studies. In the words of Mr. Dhanraju S, IAS,
CEO, Zila Panchayat, Jhabua: “This lamp is a boon for rural students of regions
like Jhabua as it provuides them the Right to Study”.

